
1
Introdu ction

Pneumatic structures are membrane structures that are stabili zed by tension

due to the applied internal pressures. These structures exhibit interesting charac-

teristics from a structural viewpoint, such as a reduced self-weight, which results

in structures that are globally lighter and more economical than conventional ones.

Pneumatic structures also have some characteristics that contribute to sustainable

development, such as their reusabilit y and the use of natural li ghting and ventila-

tion.

Although pneumatic structureshavebeen in use for thepast 30 years, there is

much to bedevelopedandresearched particularly regardingthe employedmaterials,

becausenew materialsarebeing produced for developing pneumatic structureswith

better strength and durabilit y.

1.1
Membrane structures

Unlike conventional structures, membrane structures are used as shelter con-

structionsbecauseof oneof their important characteristics: their self–weight.

Otto[1] defines a membrane as a flexible skin stretched in such a way that it

is subjected to tension. Mixed structures that combinetractioncableswith elements

working under compression or bending-compression are also lightweight structure

solutions.

Simple membrane structures such as tents were used as shelter about 40,000

years ago and then were used for transitory activities such as milit ary campaigns

and circus presentations. Because of their easy assembly, tents is also an option for

shelter inemergency situationsdueto natural hazards, suchasfloodsand hurricanes,

or even in war.

Nowadays, aspects related to environment preservation and sustainable de-

velopment are being determined by thedesign of engineeringsolutions. Membrane

structures have some characteristics that contribute to sustainable development,

such as the use of natural li ght and ventilation and its possibilit y of reuse. It is

also shown that this typeof structure enablesarchitectonic flexibilit y andthesearch

for better structural efficiency.

Wakefield [2] hasreported that thedesign of lightweight membranestructures

requires a special approach. As opposed to wood, concrete, and iron structures,

in the case of membrane structures, loads are transfered to the supports by the
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forces in the structure membrane. Wakefield [2] has reported that these structures

undergosignificant displacementswhen loaded. Therefore, the analysisof this type

of structuremust consider theonset of largedisplacementsandtherefore anonlinear

structural response.

Lightweight structuresare regarded byBletzinger [3] as theproper structures

for optimal material use under extreme load or pretension conditions, i. e., for

maximizing thematerial efficiency under the imposed constraints.

1.2
Pneumatic s tructures

According to Dent [4] pneumatic structures refer to structuresacted on byair

or gasand relateparticularly to architecture and construction.

Marcipar et al. [5] defines that pneumatic structures are composed by an

exterior flexiblemembranethat containsafluid inside(in general air or helium). The

function of theinterior fluid isto maintain the exterior membraneunder tension. The

final shapeof the inflatablestructure and its structural resistancedependstrongly of

the deformation of the external membrane, the loads, and the pattern design. The

stiffness of the membrane is directly related to the pressure of the air contained

inside thestructure and the internal volume.

This type of structure has some advantages: with larger volumes and higher

pressures greater spans can be achieved. Furthermore, the pneumatic structures

can be erected or dismantled quickly, are light, portable and reduced material

use. It therefore offers a possible solution to a wide range of problems, both of

social and commercial kinds. For instance, pneumatic constructions can be used

to overcome temporary shortages of warehousing space. It can also be used to

provide shelter for the homeless in times of natural or man-made disaster, and

in these early days of space exploration, it has even been suggested for lunar

shelters. But of more importance than these applications demonstrate, is the fact

that pneumatic construction pointstheway to an architectural revolution. To correct

the environmental deficienciesof rigid traditional structural envelopes, energy must

be supplied to heat and ventilate them, bringing them up to the comfort standards

that are determined by the building’s function; the amount of this applied energy

depends on the insulation characteristics of the structural envelope. The properties

and the different shapes of pneumatic structures are described in the work of

Herzog [6]. Parameters to determine the final shape of these structures are: type

of loading, magnitude of internal pressure, type of boundary conditions, formation

of the membrane, number of membranes, type of utili zation, type of membrane

material, surface curvature, etc.
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Pneumatic structures are classified on the basis of the pressure applied, as

high– or low–pressure pneumatic structures. A sub-category of pneumatic struc-

tures is defined on the basis of their construction operation: air–controlled con-

struction, air–stabili zed construction, and inflated cushions. In civil engineering,

air–stabili zed constructionsandinflated cushionsare employed. Air–stabili zed con-

structions, as the name suggests, are membrane structures supported by pressure

differentials. Inflated cushions are closed membrane structures having an internal

pressure.

1.2.1
Air–stabili sed construction

This is a thin flexible membrane which is supported solely by pressure

differentials. Thesedifferencesin pressureinducetensilestressesinto themembrane

(Dent [4]).

The air–supported structure is made up of four elements according to Dent

[4]: the structural membrane, the means of supporting this membrane, the means

of anchoring it to the ground, and the means of access in and out of the building

structure. The membrane structure is fabricated using fabrics or foils and it is

supported byapressuredifferential maintained bya constant supply of air provided

by simple low pressure fans. The membrane is generally clamped firmly to a

concrete foundation. Air locksare necessary for ease of accessagainst thepressure

differential.

(a) (b)

Figure 1.1: Pneumatic structuresin man’s body: (a) Red bloodcells, (b) lung

Pneumatic structurescan be foundin nature likeflexiblemembranescontain-

ing fluids under pressure. Some examples in human bodyare the red blood cells

(figure 1.1(a)) and the lung(figure 1.1(b)). Another example foundin nature is the

flower calceolaria that is aflower with inflated petalsand it is shown in figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2: Calceolaria - Inflated flower

Animal skin was used for water storage and for construction of tents as

shelters. The first attempt to use air pressure in membranes was probably the sail .

Dueto wind, thedifferences in pressure cause inflation of thesail providingamean

of propulsion.

A more recent pneumatic structure development is the balloon, which was

created in 1709 bythe brazili an Bartolomeu Lourenço de Gusmão (Visoni and

Canalle [7]). Dent [4] reports the use of the balloon as air transportation system

in eighteenth century. In 1783the Montgolfier brothers inflated, with hot air a 10

m diameter sphere made of paper and linen, and they observed this sphere rise to a

considerable height before it descended. At the same time as these experiments of

the Montgolfiers, Jean Baptiste Meusnier was suggesting a design for a dirigible

non-rigid airship, which was even more revolutionary. His designs were for a

cigar shaped structure with an inner bag, containing hydrogen as the li fting agent,

surrounded by an outer envelope containingair at a higher pressure than that of the

atmosphere.

According to Dent [4] in one field pneumatic construction has established

itself as the best solution to a particular problem, that of providing motor vehicles

with a smoother ride. Its main advantages over the solid tire are twofold, firstly,

its superior abilit y to absorb road shocksthroughconsiderably greater deformation,

and secondly its unrivaled handling characteristics due to the fact that a greater

surface areaof tire is in contact with the road surface.

Theway that air pressure isused to prestressthemembranedistinguishestwo

typesof pneumatic structures: low–pressure and high–pressure.
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1.2.2
High–pressure infl atable structures

This type of inflatable structure is inflated with high pressure, usually higher

than 1.0kN/m2. According to Kröplin [8] the high–pressure inflatable structures

require the used of reinforced membranematerials. Motro [9] reports that the low–

pressurepneumatic structuresoccur when thewholefunctional spaceispressurized

to the extent required to balance the external applied load. The full structure size

is active and hence structural efficiency is extremely high. Because a substantial

upli ft acts on the membrane, it has to be anchored to the ground or weighted down

along the boundary. Additional architectural drawbacks of this system stem from

the need for the enclosed spaceto be essentially sealed and for air to be pumped

continuously, thus limitingarchitectural flexibilit y and rangeof applications.

Marcipar et al. [5] reported that the use of inflated elements with high–

pressure has often been proposed, but they have rarely been built . One example

istheFuji -Pavill onin Japan. Thereasonsare that thenecessary materials, structural

design and manufacturing techniques have not yet been fully developed. There

are also some disadvantages, such as joints design and execution and their big

vulnerabilit y to air losses. In general, high–pressure inflated structures are difficult

to maintain andrepair and have ahighcost.

1.2.3
Low–pressure infl atable structures

Low–pressure inflated structures are the most common type used by civil

engineeringconstructions. Some advantagesof this typeof structuresaredescribed

by Marcipar et al. [5]. Inflatablestructuresformed byan assembly of self–supported

low pressure membrane elements are ideal to cover large space areas. They also

adapt easily to any designshape and haveminimal maintenancerequirements, other

than keeping a constant low internal pressure to account for the air losses through

thematerial poresand theseams.

Kröplin [8] reports that in the case of low pressure, about 0.5kN/m2, an open

wall can beused, whereby thepressure ispermanently imposed byablower, which

iscapable to erect thestructure.

1.2.4
Infl ated cushions

Inflated cushions are composed by two or more membranes closed and pres-

surized, with no accessible interior. Rigid elements at the edges or compression
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rings are required in this structure to give form and to close the envelopes. An ex-

ampleof this rigid elements are shown in figure 1.3(c). Figure1.3(a) isan example

of an ETFE cushions façade and a testing of full -scale mock-up is presented in

Figure1.3(b).

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1.3: Inflated cushions (a) 3-D overview of irregular shaped ETFE cushions used in
facade assembly (source: Watts [10]), (b) Testing of full -scale mock-ups (source: LeCuyer
[11]), and (c) Rigid edge detail (source: Watts [10])

Gómez-González et al. [12] reported that althoughthis type of structure first

experienced an important development in the sixties and seventies, it i s in the last

decade that the inflatable system have improved most, allowing new sustainable

strategies in climatic adaptive envelopes.

Theprobablereasonfor theincreasingmembranesuse in constructionsisdue

to the improvement of new materialswith higher resistance and durabilit y.

The study of Gómez-González et al. [12] also shows the geographical situa-

tion of these structures. It is concluded that 40% of the studied projects have been

made in Germany or United Kingdom, where these systems have been more ac-

curately researched and manufactured. Also, the climatic conditionsof these areas,

withsolar radiation gainsin thewinter andmild temperaturesin thesummer, benefit

the application of these systems. However, in the last decade the use of this tech-

nology has been developed in other zones with more extreme summers, li ke south

Europeor someregions in Asia.

Marcipar et al. [5] reported that these structures are used instead of glass

elements due to their lower price, which is 1/3 of a glass covering. So far there

are only two German companies dealing with these inflated cushions in the world

market.
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1.2.5
Pneumatic constructions

The first known architectural attempt to apply the balloon principle to earth-

boundstructures was projected by the English engineer, Frederick Willi am Lanch-

ester (Dent [4]). In his patent of 1917for a field hospital, the basic principles of

air supported construction for buildings were realized. This patent, clearly derived

from balloon and airship construction, is remarkable on two accounts: firstly, he

appears to be fully awareof all thebasic implicationsof buildings supported byair,

and secondly, although his patent concerns a field hospital, he mentions the poten-

tial of air supported buildings for huge spans such as those encountered in air craft

hangarsand sportsarena.

The pneumatic camping structure appeared before the Second World War

consisting of a waterproof membrane stretched between a pair of intersection

air inflated ribs, exempli fying a very feasible form of construction for portable

buildings(Dent [4]).

Thefirst air supported buildingrose in 1946in theU.S.A. to shelter antennae

from the severe climatic conditions: the Distant Early Warning (DEW) line, a

"fence" of radars in the Arctic that would guard against Soviet bomber attacks. It

continues to thisday as theNorth WarningSystem, presented by thenewer radome

on the left in Figure1.4.

Figure 1.4: Distant Early Warning (DEW) line (source: Canadian milit ary journal [13])

According to Dent [4] of prime importance to the whole project for the

radomesweretheLaboratory windtunnel tests, which analyzed thestressesinduced

in the membrane by wind loads. In association with this research, membrane

materials were developed which were able to withstand severe exposure. These

consisted of strongman-madefibers, such asnylon or terylene, which were covered

withasynthetic coating of vinyl, neopreneor hypalon. AsLanchester had predicted,
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a pressure differential of only 70mm of water pressure was all that was required to

maintain the rigidity of these 15 m diameter radomes in winds of up to 240 km/h.

By the mid 1950’s, the successful performance of these radomes in the extreme

climateof thenorthern frontier of Americahad proved thepracticality of pneumatic

structures.

In the last years the pneumatic structures has improved in conjunction with

the membrane materials and it has been used for temporary or permanent use. An

exampleof temporary use is a low pressure inflatablestructure for conferences and

an example of permanent use is a stadium with inflated cushions as Alli anz Arena

(Figure 1.5 ).

Figure 1.5: Alli anz Arena in Munich

In Brazil , some companiesconstruct pneumatic structuresthat aremainly air–

stabili zed constructions. The material used in this type of construction is generally

fabric. Inflated cushions have several advantages and are the most widely devel-

oped type of pneumatic structure in the last 10 years. Despite the technological

developments and advantages of this type of structure, inflated cushions can be

foundmainly in Europe, and only a few constructions are found outside Europe.

One example is the water cube in Beiji ng, which was constructed for theOlympics

in 2008.

The study of Majorana et al. [14] investigated the numerical and physical

models developed for the design of a membrane roof for the Baptist Church of

Fortaleza as well as the fabrication and construction of the actual membrane; the

results of the models were compared with those of the real structure. The roof

area amounted to about 2,900 m2, which is a national record for flexible border

membranes, andto thebest of the author’sknowledge, this roof is thefirst caseof a

fully computer assisted design processwithin Brazil .
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The motivation for pursuing this topic goes beyond the advantages of

lightweight structures, which are mentioned earlier. The lack of inflated cushions

in Brazil and their limited use in other countriesof theAmerican continent aremo-

tivations for research onthis topic. The global distribution of pneumatic structures

using inflated cushions, particularly usingethylene tetrafluoroethylene(ETFE) ma-

terial, is shown in figure1.6.
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Figure 1.6: Distribution of pneumatic structureswith inflatable cushions in terms of conti-
nent and country (source: Moritz [15])

The use of inflated cushions is mainly concentrated in Europe, amounting to

95.6% followed by Asia, the Americas, and Oceania. Another interesting pieceof

information is that 59% of the constructions with inflated cushions are located in

Germany.

A material recently used in Europe and for the Olympics in China for

pneumatic structures isETFE. Thismaterial exhibitsa complex behavior. Theyield

stressand viscosity parameters show strong dependenceon temperature.

Despite the extensive use of this material, few studies have been conducted

with focuson constitutivemodels that take into account itscomplex behavior.

Several possibiliti es exit for membrane materials, e.g., reinforced fiber with

glassor plastic, a wooden board, a concreteplate, polyvinyl chloride (PVC) coated

with polyester, tefloncoatedwith glassfiber, fabrics, kevlar R©(para-aramid synthetic

fiber), nylon, polytetrafluoretilene(PTFE), and sili con.

The study of nonlinear material behavior has included the material ETFE,

which iswidely used in pneumaticstructures. Poiraziset al. [16] reported that ETFE

has gained popularity mainly because of its daylight transmittance and its potential
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for energy conservation. According to Gómez-González et al. [12], sincethedevel-

opment of theETFE foil , it hasbeen used inmost of thestudied proposals(84.75%),

mainly in thelast decade. Self-cleaning, durabilit y, and highlight transmission have

enabled its the use in many permanent envelopes, thus breaking the traditional re-

lation between inflatablesystemsand temporary buildings. Other membranes, such

as polysulfone (PES) or fiberglasscoated with PVC, are also used in large cush-

ions, where high membrane resistance is required. Table 1.1 shows its membrane

materialsused in pneumatic structures.

Table 1.1: Membrane materials used in pneumatic structures. (source Gómez-González et
al. [12])

Material Percentage Material Percentage

ETFE 84.75% Fiberglass/PVC 1.53%
PES/PVC 4.14% Fiberglass/Sili concoated 1.74%

PVC 3.70% Others 4.14%

Pressure–volume couplingisan important factor in theresponseof pneumatic

structures. This coupling is based onthe fact that an enclosed pneumatic structure

has an internal pressure, and when this structure is subjected to external loads,

the volume decreases (increases) and the internal pressure increases (decreases)

correspondingly. The concept of deformation-dependent forces also exists in this

typeof structure. Theformulationadopted throughout this studyrefersto thestudies

of Hassler and Schweizerhof [17], Rumpel and Schweizerhof [18], Rumpel [19],

Bonet et al. [20], and Berry and Yang [21]. Pressure–volume coupling reveals the

observablefeaturethat thepressureof an enclosed fluid providesadditional stiffness

to the inflatable structure, which is analogous to the behavior of a membrane on

elastic springs. Thiscoupling is not considered in the conventional programsof the

finite element method.

1.3
Formfind ing

Formfindingisaprocessof optimizationthat results in an optimal form in the

equili brium configuration for agiven initial topologywith fixed prestressloadsand

boundary conditions.

The computational methods of formfinding are divided into three groups:

simulation of hanging models, numerical simulation of soap films and structural

shapeoptimization.
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Hanging models are based on experimental models. These models were

improved by Isler [22], and they areused to generate the form of arch–freebending

whensubjected only toan axial compressionload. Theobjectiveof hangingmodels,

as defined by Bletzinger [23, 24, 25], is to achieve the transition from a tension

structure to a membrane structure by minimizing the bending part of the strain

energy. The optimal shape generated by using hanging models is the result of

mechanical deformation for one load case. Stabilit y effects cannot be considered

in hangingmodels.

Plateau demonstrated by numerousexperimentsthat every contour of asingle

closed curve bounds at least one soup film (Lewis [26]). According to Otto [27]

soap films can not be subjected to shear. The biaxial stress state of soap films is

defined asaspherical tensor, in analogywith thestress state induced by hydrostatic

pressure, because the absenceof shear stressesgenerates normal stressesequally in

all directions. Dent [4] has reported that a soap bubble is mounted by the surface

tension forces acting on both sides of the soap film. Because of the uniformity of

these forces, the main characteristic of the film is to form shapes with minimal

surface area, in which the walls are stressed equally at every point and in all

directions, with noconcentration of stressat any one point. Stresses are equalized

by liquid flow in the soap film, and therefore, stresspeaks cannot occur under any

circumstances. Therefore, the analysisof soap films isconsidered important for the

design of membranestructures.

Structural shape optimization has been described by Bletzinger [24] as a

more general tool, which the design variables are the coordinates of the model.

Botkin [28] reported that structural (sizing) optimization has been considered to be

theminimization of structural massby varying member sizes and plate thicknesses

of amodel in which thegeometry remains unchanged.

Bonet and Mahaney [29] used algorithms of formfinding and observed that

in the case of membrane structures it is possible to start with an initial geometry

and determine the surfacegeometry subjected to dead load. In a typical processof

formfinding, it i s conventional to start with a flat initial geometry. The boundary

constraints are set for displacements at points on the boundary mesh. After the

boundary constraintsareset, stepsof formfindingarenecessary to obtain aminimal

surface. For each step, the reference configuration is defined as the final shape of

theprevious step.
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1.4
Cutt ing p atterns

Generally, membrane structures have curved shapes. To build such curved

shapes film strip of a certain width are joined. The smaller the width of the strip,

the closer is the obtained curved surface. This building processis analogous to the

processof manufacturing clothes. The pieces of fabrics are cut in order to obtain

curved forms. The available width size of the membrane fabric also defines the

cutting patterns.

Linhard [30] developed an approach called formfinding via cutting patterns

that adjusts the stress state already during the formfinding process in an iterative

procedure, in such a way that the final form is the equili brium shape for stresses

resultingfrom assemblingthe cutting patterns, whilekeepingthedifferencebetween

the actual and desired stress state as small as possible. Linhard [30] developed an

approachcalled formfinding via cutting patterns, whichemploysan iterativeprocess

to adjust the stress state during the formfinding process. This adjustment is such

that the final form is the equili brium shape for stresses resulting from assembling

the cutting patterns, and the differencebetween the actual and desired stress states

iskept to minimum. Figure1.7 showsthe cutting patternsfor asix-point tent; figure

1.8 shows itsbuilding process.

Figure 1.7: Cutting patterns of six-point tent (source: Linhard [31])

The plane strips can be divided using a geodesic line or a cutting line. The

differencebetween geodesic and cutting lines can be seen in figure 1.9. According

to Ishii [32], in the cases of simple curved surfaces and curved surfaces with low

rise, a cutting pattern can be drawn on a strip without using the geodesic lines.

However, in the cases of complex curved surfaces and thosewith high rise, the use

of geodesic lines is more recommended.

For more details of cutting patterns, refer to thestudies of Linhard [30], Ishii

[32], and Bletzinger et al. [33].
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Figure 1.8: Building processof six-point tent (source: Linhard [31])
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Figure 1.9: Influenceof pattern definition onmembrane structures(source: Linhard [31])

1.5
Wrinkling in membranes

Wrinkling in membranes is a widely studied topic because of the large

number of membrane structures that exhibit wrinkling. The concepts of wrinkling

in membranes are briefly described here. The present study does not consider

wrinkling in the implementation, because typically, inflated cushionsdo not exhibit

wrinkling.

According to Schoop et al. [34], membranes cannot carry compressive in-

plane loads because they do not possessany flexural stiffness. In this case, mem-
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branes wrinkle.

Vázquez[35] reported that at any point on its surface, amembranemust be in

oneof threestates. In theslack state, themembraneisnot stretched in any direction.

In the taut state, the membrane is in tension in all directions. If the membrane is

neither taut not slack, it i s in the wrinkle state corresponding to uniaxial tension.

In the slack or wrinkled state, the real configuration of a membrane is undefined.

Figure1.10showsthe configurations for the threestates.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 1.10: Principle statesof membranes: (a) reference, (b) taut, (c) and (d) wrinkle, and
(e) slack (source: Jarasjarungkiat et al. [36])

Wrinkling experiments on initially flat, thin, linear-elastic isotropic foils

subjected to in-plane loads are presented in the work of Wongand Pellegrino [37];

anda wrinkled membrane is shown in figure 1.11.

Figure 1.11: Wrinkled membrane (source: Wongand Pellegrino [37])

1.6
Objective

This study focuseson two main objectives:

– research onmaterial models suitable for membranematerials.

– analysisof theinfluenceof thepressure–volume couplingin inflatedcushions.
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1.7
Thesis outline

The characteristicsandtypesof pneumatic structuresarepresented in chapter

2, which also presents themembraneformulation used in thenumerical analysisby

thefinite element method.

Chapter 3 presents the material models for membranes. Because of the large

variety of membrane materials available for membrane structures, different mate-

rial modelsarepresented andimplemented. Thesematerial modelsare elastoplastic

and elastoviscoplastic for small strains, and hyperelastic, elastoplastic, and elasto-

viscoplastic for largestrains.

A new material model based on non uniform rational basis splines (NURBS)

surfaces is proposed and is presented in chapter 4. NURBS is a mathematical

representation of a 3D geometrical shape and is used for obtaining curves and

surfaces. In this material model, the NURBS surfaces are used to represent the

constitutiverelation between stressesandstrains. Thedefinitionand formulation of

NURBS curves and surfaces and examples of validation for the proposed material

model are also presented in chapter 4.

Chapter 5 presents the discussion on pressure–volume coupling, which is

applied to pneumatic structures. The main objective of this coupling is to take into

account the influences of volume variation, which leads to the change in internal

pressure. The formulationfor thenumerical analysis in thefinite element methodis

presented in conjunction with the analytical analysis that enables the validation of

thenumerical implementation.

Theimplementation of pressure–volume couplingandthematerial modelsfor

inflatablestructureswascarried out in thestructural analysisprogram developed by

the research group at TUM. This program is called CARAT++ (Computer Aided

Research AnalysisTool) andwasinitiated byKai-UweBletzinger, HansStegmüller,

and Stefan Kimmich at the Institut für Baustatik of the University of Stuttgart in

1987.

Examples of application of material models for membranes and pressure–

volume coupling are presented in chapter 6, which also discusses an example of a

real pneumatic structure.

Finally, the conclusions on the material models for membranes, conclusions

of the analysis considering pressure–volume coupling, and suggestions for future

studiesare presented in chapter 7.
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